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Real incomes are set to drop once more next year, dragged by slower growth in real wages and
higher spending, according to the latest forecast from Moscow’s Higher School of Economics
(HSE).

Russia is on track to see off 2018 as the fifth consecutive year of falling real disposable
personal incomes. A planned value-added tax (VAT) hike from 18 percent to 20 percent
starting Jan. 1, 2019 is expected to fuel consumer inflation.

Related article: Incomes in Russia Continue 4-Year Plunge

HSE, according to the university’s Commentary on State Business bulletin published by the
RBC news website Thursday, reports that its view is “supported by a decline in savings and an
increase in consumer lending.”

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/04/27/incomes-in-russia-continue-4-year-plunge
https://www.rbc.ru/economics/27/12/2018/5c249acb9a79477c94e4ba2a?from=main


The bulletin predicts that real wages — which use purchasing power, rather than income, to
judge how much money an individual earns — will grow by only 1.5 percent in 2019.

This year they grew as the state scrambled to fulfill President Vladimir Putin’s 2012 pledge to
increase the wages of doctors, teachers and scientists by the time he won re-election in March
2018.

But the growth slowed as the year progressed: from 10.2 percent in January-March, to 7.6
percent in April-June to 6.3 percent in July-September.

And in October, Russians’ spending accelerated as wage growth continued to decrease, HSE
reported.

Related article: Russia Faces Higher Inflation, Economic Slowdown in 2019 — Poll

Russian economic growth has been below the global average over the past few years,
hampered by a weak and volatile currency, a drop in oil prices, and by sanctions first imposed
by the European Union and the United States in 2014 after Russia's annexation of Crimea.

After expanding by 1.7 percent in 2018, Russia's gross domestic product is seen growing by 1.4
percent in 2019, the consensus forecast of 17 analysts and economists showed.

This is below the World Bank's estimate that the global economy grew 3.1 percent in 2018.

Reuters contributed reporting to this article.
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